Tunbury Primary School
PE and Sports Grant expenditure
2016 – 2017 awarded £10,645

Action taken

Development of expertise within school

Progressive Sports
(outside provider)
to lead PE lessons
throughout the
school.







Expected impact

Costs

Actual Impact of actions

To support teachers through CPD to enable them to
plan, observe and teach PE lessons effectively,
including teachers ‘team teaching’ with the coach.
To engage our pupils by improving their fitness and
raising participation levels of the children, developing
their sport-specific skills and increasing their physical
abilities.
To raise standards in PE through consistent high
quality curriculum provision by professional sports
specialists.

£4,500

Pupils taught by specialised coaches
across a range of PE areas have allowed
all pupils to develop a range of
transferrable sports skills. The highintensity lessons have developed the
pupil’s fitness and have contributed to a
healthier and more active lifestyle for most.

£500

Assessment folders have been developed
for each class in the school. This has
enabled the PE leader to monitor the
progress of children and provided a clear
image of how to manage and maintain
progress at Tunbury.

PE leader to attend PE leader to broaden and develop curriculum subject
PE Conference
knowledge relevant to leading PE within Tunbury School.
This will continue to drive standards upwards and help to
develop a cohesive and inclusive pathway for the future.
In addition, develop an assessment system used across
the school to track children’s progress throughout their
time at Tunbury School.

PE leader has also obtained reference
resources to enrich the knowledge of
developing PE through other curriculum
areas.

Tunbury Primary School

Curriculum Development

Increasing participation
in
competitive sports

PE and Sports Grant expenditure
2016 – 2017 awarded £10,645
Entering and
travelling to the
Medway Mini Youth
Games



Ensure the school
has a range of PE
equipment and
resources to support
the delivery of high
quality PE across
the school.









Support costs of

travel to swimming
lessons and

contributes towards
the total cost.

£500

Tunbury has entered into the MYG
Swimming Gala this year and came 14th
in the competition. We also entered the
football tournament and came 15th in the
competition.
This has allowed pupils to develop their
skills, compete against a range of
schools, as well as develop pride in
representing their school.

To ensure there is sufficient quality equipment for all
children to be active and to participate fully in
lessons.
To provide increased learning opportunities through
quality resources that will assist teaching and
learning.
To ensure regular audits are carried out, leading to
ongoing purchases, taking into consideration
‘seasonal needs’.

£1,745

PE cupboard has now been moved to a
spacious and organise outside building.
All resources has been sorted and
audited and new equipment has been
purchased to allow the pupils at
Tunbury to experience a broad and
balanced PE curriculum with good
quality resources.

To ensure that pupils have the opportunity to develop
their confidence and swim competently.
To give children the opportunity to achieve the
curriculum expected distance of 25m.

£5,935

Pupils were given the opportunity to
develop their confidence and swim
competently at the local leisure center.
Year 4 went swimming with a minimum
expectation of reaching 25m across a
10 lesson teaching period.

Children will be entered into a range of competitive
sports across the year allowing them to compete in
healthy competitions and represent their school.
Children will travel to most of these events in
mini-buses secured by this funding.

